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CGM SUPERPOWER
7000IE SINGLEPHASE
GENERATOR 7KVA 

        

   

   

  

Product description:  

CGM SUPERPOWER 7000IE GENERATOR SINGLEPHASE 7KVA 6.3KW INVERTER
SILENCED WITH ELECTRIC START 

The Generator SinglePhase 7KVA 6,3KW of power CGM SUPERPOWER 7000IE Silenced with
Electric Starter è powered by a gasoline engine; with engine produced in Italy and guaranteed in
all the way, the CGM SUPERPOWER 7000IE  è ideal for both professional and hobbyist use,
ideal to power small or large household appliances or work tools that need a pure sinusoidal
voltage, so as not to compromise the integrityà. 
The strengths of the CGM SUPERPOWER 7000IE è: the inverter technology that allows you to
reduce consumption and noise as well as offering a high level of functionality;, light weight only
90kg, compact length: 675 mm Width: 500 mm Height: 650 mm, ease of use and modern design.
The generator singlephase 7KVA is equipped with an electric starter very easy to start and
mounts a 4-stroke engine specifically designed to optimize performance, consumption only
2.7Lt/h in small size. 
The generator singlephase 7KVA 6,3KW è it has been specially developed for camping,
caravans, houses, and hobby applications, but also for work being very robust and handy, being
able to use all its power of con inverter technology;

The range of super-silent CGM SUPERPOWER 7000IE meet high quality standards in order to
give the customer the highest reliability  and performance. For this reason the CGM
SUPERPOWER 7000IE generator singlephase 7KVA è able to ensure 12 months warranty and
availability of spare parts worldwide.
The strengths of CGM SUPERPOWER 7000IE are: l’high quality; components, lightness,
compactness, easeà d’use and also modern design. 
This range of generator singlephase 7KVA; specially developed for camping, caravans, home
use, hobby use, easy to use and reliable.

The advantages of Inverter technology
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When the generator singlephase 7KVA is turned on, the engine idles, as soon as more electricity
is drawn at a certain point, the engine automatically accelerates to cover the required electricity
consumption.
This results in a significant reduction in fuel consumption! In addition, all CGMs with inverter
technology also have an automatic voltage regulator AVR.

Technical features of the CGM SUPERPOWER 7000IE power generator

Maximum Power Single-phase: 6.3 KW
Maximum Power Single-phase: 7 KVA
Fuel: Gasoline
Voltage: 230 V
Frequency: 50 Hz
Starting: Manual / Electric
Consumption: 2. 7 Lt/h
Length: 675 mm
Width: 500 mm
Height: 650 mm
Weight: 90 Kg
Super silenced
Inverter

If you want a different genset you can see the following models always of the same  Silenced
Range.

Images and technical data of the generator singlephase 7KVA are not binding.

  

Product features:  

Phase: Single phase
Maximum power single phase (KW): 6.3
Maximum power single phase (KVA): 7
Fuel: Gasoline
Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Sockets configuration: 2 Schuko
Engine: CGM, 4 stroke
Emissions Regulations: Stationary Use
Engine rpm (rpm): 3000
Starting system: Manual / Electric
Number cylinders: 1
Fuel tank capacity (L): 22
Consumption (L/h): 2.7
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Running time (h): 8.15
Acoustic pressure: 58 dB(A) at 7 m
Length (mm): 675
Width (mm): 500
Height (mm): 650
Dry weight (Kg): 90
Silenced: Yes
Super silenced: Yes
Product type: Generator
ATS Switch device : No
Voltage regulator: Inverter
Engine manufacturer: CGM
Video: RzTaeaAGH4M
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